ABSTRACT

This user guide explains how to use the C2000 Piccolo F28004x Power Estimation Tool to estimate the device power consumption across various configurations and operating conditions. The information delivered by this tool is only applicable to the F28004x series in the C2000 product line of microcontrollers. To download the tool, go to http://www.ti.com/tool/C2000-F28004X-POWER-EST-CALC.
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1 Introduction

The purpose of this tool is to evaluate the overall power consumed on the F28004x device. It may not be enough to only use the data specified by the data manual, as it does not pertain to specific use cases and operating conditions. This tool encompasses a wider range of options that will provide the necessary information needed to estimate the power consumption of any application that uses the F28004x microcontroller.

NOTE: Throughout this document, many device features and capabilities are referenced. Describing the setup and specific details of these features are out of the scope of this document. For information on the various configurations and features of the F28004x MCU, see the documents located in the Section 4.

2 General Information

2.1 Layout

The graphical user interface (GUI) is separated into two distinct sections: Inputs and Outputs. The Inputs section of the tool is grouped together with a white background while the outputs share a red background. Figure 1 shows the Inputs outlined in green; the Outputs are outlined in red.
2.2 **Data Collection Setup**

Information for this device was obtained through Verification and Debugging Board (VDB) testing using units sampled from multiple silicon wafers. Power consumption data was collected across the full range of operational voltages, temperatures, and system clock frequencies to provide the underlying data that the GUI uses to estimate application-specific power consumption. The device was operating on a free-air temperature range.

For a description of the operational test case condition, refer to the device data manual.

2.3 **Running the Executable**

The tool will automatically run when the executable is opened. To open the executable double click on the Piccolo F28004x Power Estimation Tool.exe. By default, this will be located in the C:\ti\c2000 directory. When the executable opens for the first time, all inputs and outputs will be cleared and in their original state.
2.4 Terminating the Executable

To terminate the executable, press the Exit button on the top right corner of the tool. Alternately, the standard x in the upper right of the application may be used to exit the tool. Once the application is closed, all inputs and outputs will be cleared. Previously entered data will not be saved when the application is closed.

3 Inputs/Outputs

3.1 Inputs

All of the inputs of the tool can be found in the area outlined in green in Figure 1. At any time, the Update Changes button must be pressed in order to update the outputs. The following sections describe each of the inputs and outputs and how to select them.

3.1.1 Power Supply Configuration

The 1.2 V VDD supply of the F28004x MCU can be provided by one of three modes: External power supply, internal LDO regulator, or an internal DC-DC converter. The three options can be found under Power Supply in the top area of the tool. Clicking the drop-down will show the following list. Select which mode the application will use.

- External: VDD and VDDIO pins are supplied by an external power source.
- Internal: The internal LDO Voltage Regulator (VREG) is supplied by VDDIO and generates the 1.2 V required by the core VDD supply.
- DC-DC: The internal DC-DC switching regulator is supplied by the VDDIO_SW pin and generates the 1.2 V required by the core VDD supply.

3.1.1.1 Selecting a Power Supply Configuration

To select a power configuration press on the Power Supply control where Select is shown, and choose an option of either External, Internal, or DC-DC from the drop down menu. A power supply configuration can also be chosen by clicking on the up and down arrows presented on the control until the desired power supply configuration appears on the display.

3.1.2 Power Mode

The F28004x MCU can run an application or enter into one of the two clock-gating low power modes. These can be selected by clicking the Power Mode drop-down and selecting the desired mode. The available modes are briefly described in the list below. For specific information about entering a low power mode or awakening from a low power mode refer to the Low Power Modes section of the TRM.

- Operational: In this mode the main system clock (SYSCLK) is running as well as any of the peripherals that have been enabled per the application requirements.
- IDLE: In this mode the CPU clock is gated while all enabled peripheral clocks are left running.
- HALT: In this mode almost all system clocks are gated. This is the lowest power consumption mode of F28004x.

3.1.2.1 Selecting the Power Mode

To select a power mode, press on the Power Mode control where Select is shown and choose an option of either Operational, IDLE, or HALT from the drop down menu. A power mode can also be chosen by clicking on the up and down arrows presented on the control until the desired power mode appears on the display.
3.1.3 Operating Voltages

VDD is the core voltage. VDDIO is the voltage that is routed to the digital portion of the device. VDDA is the voltage that is routed to the analog portion of the device. For this application, both VDDA and VDDIO are shorted together and supplied by the same power source. The F28004x device may operate within a range of voltages bounded by VMIN and VMAX as described in the data manual. This tool limits the selection to one set of voltages determined by Vmin, Vnom, or Vmax found under the Voltage drop-down menu.

- Vmin (VDD=1.14V, VDDIO=3V)
- Vnom (VDD=1.2V, VDDIO=3.3V)
- Vmax (VDD=1.32V, VDDIO=3.6V)

3.1.3.1 Selecting the Operating Voltages

To select a voltage configuration, press on the Voltage control where Select is shown and choose Vmin, Vnom, or Vmax from the drop down list. A voltage selection can also be chosen by clicking on the up and down arrows presented on the control until the desired power mode appears on the display.

When External is chosen as a Power Supply Configuration, each of the Voltage options will reflect the VDD and VDDIO specified in parenthesis. However, in the case when Internal or DC-DC is chosen as a Power Supply Configuration, the voltage selection will only be representative of the VDDIO voltage. VDD will remain fixed at a nominal, 1.2 V value.

3.1.4 Power Budget

The Power Budget selection is an input that is used to represent the desired upper limit of the application's power consumption. This value is not required by the tool. If no power budget is required, it may be left blank and the output ignored. Setting the Power Budget allows the application designer to visualize if the currently selected configuration fits within a desired limit. Some tweaks may be made to the configuration to fit the power within the budget.

3.1.4.1 Selecting a Power Budget

To input a power budget enter in a value into the Budget control. Press the Enter key after inputting a value to ensure that the value is registered. If the power budget value entered is greater than the Final Power Value delivered by the tool, the Estimated Power Within Budget LED will turn GREEN indicating that the power value is within the provided limit. The LED will turn RED indicating that the estimated power consumption is greater than the provided limit.

3.1.5 Temperature

The F28004x device may operate within a temperature range of -40°C to 125°C. Any temperature within this range may be chosen as an input. The tool will round the temperature input to the nearest 5°C.

3.1.5.1 Selecting the Temperature

Temperature input is represented in the Celsius scale. Click and drag the Temperature (C) slider to the left or right until the desired temperature is shown in the digital display to the right. Alternatively, click on the digital display to the right of the slider, enter in a value then press Enter.

3.1.6 SYSCLK Frequency

The F28004x device can operate with a SYSCLK up to 100 MHz. Any frequency within this range between 5 MHz and 100 MHz can be chosen as an input. For more information on configuring SYSCLK, see the TMS320F28004x Piccolo™ Microcontrollers Data Manual. The tool will round the frequency input to the nearest 5 MHz.
3.1.6.1 Selecting the SYSCLK Frequency

Frequency input is represented in MHz. Click and drag the Frequency (MHz) slider to the left or right until the desired frequency is shown in the digital display to the right of the slider. Alternatively, click on the digital display to the right of the slider, enter in a value then press Enter.

3.1.7 Peripherals

The F28004x features many peripherals for real-time control applications. Depending on the application, not all peripherals may be used. The peripheral clocks for unused peripherals may be disabled in order to conserve power. The very left side of the tool features a list of all of the peripherals available on the device. The peripherals are listed in alphabetical order as shown below:

- Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC)
- Controller Area Network (CAN)
- Control Law Accelerator (CLA)
- Configurable Logic Block (CLB)
- Comparator Subsystem (CMPSS)
- CPU TIMER
- Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC)
- Digital Clock Compare (DCC)
- Direct Memory Access (DMA)
- Enhanced Capture (eCAP1-eCAP5)
- Enhanced Capture (eCAP6-eCAP7) (1)
- Enhanced Pulse Width Modulator (ePWM)
- Enhanced Quadrature Encoder Pulse (eQEP)
- Fast Serial Interface (FSI)
- High-Resolution Pulse Width Modulator (HRPWM) (2)
- Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C)
- Local Interconnect Network (LIN)
- Programmable Gate Array (PGA)
- Power Management Bus (PMBUS)
- Serial Communications Interface (SCI)
- Sigma-Delta Frequency Modulator (SDFM)
- Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI)

If HALT is chosen as the Power Mode for the system, any changes made to the peripheral selection will have no effect on the power as there cannot be any peripheral activity under this power modes. Even if the peripherals are still selected, they will not be factored into the final power value or graphs.

3.1.8 Selecting Peripherals

Each row in the chart corresponds to the peripheral specified. Peripheral selection is only indicative of peripheral clocks being enabled. For analog peripherals, the IDDA current will also be reflective of changes made to those peripherals.

To choose a peripheral, click on the empty box located on the left of the peripheral until a check mark appears. When choosing a peripheral, also indicate how many of each is being used by clicking the up and down arrows of the digital display to the right of the peripheral name, or by entering in a value into the digital display. If entering in a value manually, press enter to register the value. Both a check mark and a quantity must be selected for the output to include the power from that peripheral.

---

(1) eCAP6 and eCAP7 can also be configured as HRCAP
(2) HRPWM refers to the HRPWM clock, though each ePWM channel may have HRPWM features enabled, there is a single HRPWM clock.
3.2 Outputs

The outputs of the tool can be found in the lower right area of the tool. The outputs section is outlined in red in Figure 1. The outputs will only be updated when the Update Changes button has been pressed.

3.2.1 IDD

IDD represents the current consumed by the core of the device (VDD). Once all input parameters have been selected and the Update Changes button has been pressed, an IDD value will be shown. The unit for this value is mA. The value will be rounded up to the nearest 0.1 mA.

3.2.2 IDDA

IDDA represents the current consumed by the analog portion of the device (VDDA). Once all input parameters have been selected and the Update Changes button has been pressed, an IDDA value will be shown. The unit for this value is mA. The value will be rounded up to the nearest 0.1 mA.

3.2.3 IDDIO

IDDIO represents the current consumed by the digital portion of the device (VDDIO). Once all input parameters have been selected and the Update Changes button has been pressed, an IDDIO value will be shown. The unit for this value is mA. The value will be rounded up to the nearest 0.1 mA.

3.2.4 Total Estimated Power

The total estimated power value is a calculated output that combines the selected voltages and resulting currents based on the other inputs to the tool. This represents the overall power consumption of the device in the selected configuration. The unit for this value is mW. The value will be rounded up to the nearest 0.1 mW.

3.2.5 Power vs. Frequency Graph

The Power consumption of the device and the SYSCLK frequency have a linear relationship that can be seen in the Power vs. Frequency graph. The graph will only update after the Update Changes button has been clicked.

The red line on the graph intersects the Power vs. Frequency curve at the selected frequency.

If HALT mode is selected, the Power vs. Frequency will go blank as all clocks on the device will be gated.

3.2.6 Power vs. Temperature Graph

The Power consumption of the device and the operating temperature have an exponential relationship, which can be seen in the Power vs. Temperature graph. The graph will only update after the Update Changes button has been clicked.

The red line on the graph intersects the Power vs. Temperature curve at the selected Temperature.

In the HALT power mode the Power vs. Temperature graph represents the device leakage current across temperature. No peripherals, or frequency will be taken into account.
4 References

- TMS320F28004x Piccolo™ Microcontrollers Data Manual
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